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Summary 
 
This release emphasizes ease-of-use and engagement.  Major enhancements advance Spigit towards 
a fresh and modern user experience, while simplifying some key administration areas and expanding 
API capabilities. 
 

1. Redesigned UX 
2. Go to Menu 
3. View Ideas Page 
4. Rating Visibility 
5. Theme Editor  
6. Embedded Chat & Help 
7. Simplified Administration Panel 
8. Community Wizard 
9. Quick Launch Challenges 
10. Manage Sites 
11. Site Editor Updates 
12. Idea Image Updates 
13. Challenge Image Updates 
14. Task Assignment Changes 
15. Excel Reports 
16. URL Update 
17. API Updates  
18. Security Updates  
19. Widget Removal 
20. Functionality Removal 
21. Additional Desktop Updates 
22. Desktop Fixes 
23. Mobile Updates & Fixes 
24. Supported Browsers 
25. Supported Languages 
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1.  Redesigned UX 
 
Overview 
Spigit has been working over the last year to reimagine the user experience within our platform                
Our goal is to provide a more modern experience, which better engages participants through              
content surfacing and intuitive design.  
 
In this release, we introduce the redesigned user experience with changes to the overall page               
structure including the header, page body and font, along with a redesigned View Ideas page               
and new image options. We will continue to roll out this new user experience across several of                 
our forthcoming product releases to standardize the design across the Spigit platform.  
 
Key Elements 
Page Header: The new header introduces a more modern look and feel with an edge-to-edge               
layout. It makes better use of vertical space on each page, enabling more content to display                
'above the fold'.  
 

 
 
Background images in the header have been replaced with customizable background and link             
colors to make branding easier.  
 
Note: The header color and logo also appear on the login page.  
 
User avatars display instead of their names, and appear at the top right side of the screen.                 
Clicking on the avatar reveals a menu of options customized to each user, including their name,                
a link to their profile and a sign-out option. 
 
Administrator links like Text Edit, Admin News and Help have been moved to the admin’s profile                
menu and the Text Edit option has been renamed 'Language Editor'.  
Note: The Language Editor will not be available in the administration section, or on the View                
Ideas page.  
 
The drop-down menu that appears under the avatar will not be customisable. You may continue               
to link users to relevant pages/documents through any editable widget or the navigation bar.  
 
Search has been brought in line with other top-level menu items. Clicking on the search text or                 
icon reveals a wider, easier to use search field than previously available. 
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Page Body: The body of the application has been modernized with a cleaner design that better                
elevates the main content area. Background images have been replaced with background            
colors that can be easily branded through the new Theme Editor.  
 
Font: The font used throughout the application has been updated to Proxima Nova. 
 
 
 

2.  Go To Menu 
 

 
 
Overview 
The new Go To menu in the       
redesigned header provides   
an easy route to any     
challenge or community that    
a user has access to. In      
addition, it provides context    
by displaying the name of     
the challenge or community    
they are currently in, at the      
top of the menu. 
 
 

Key Elements 
The ‘Go To’ menu is designed to work in conjunction with the existing community/challenge              
access control settings.  
 
The menu lists, by default, any community or challenge that the user has access to. Therefore,                
any community or challenge that is listed as ‘Private - User Login’ will be displayed by default. 
 
The community or challenge that a user is currently in will show an indicator inside of the ‘Go                  
To’ menu and be listed underneath the ‘Current Location’.  
 
Any area marked as ‘Hidden’ inside of the ‘Manage Sites’ section of Administration will not show                
inside of the ‘Go To’ menu. 
 
Only challenges with ‘Open’ status will appear in the ‘Go To’ menu. Draft, Scheduled, Closed, or                
Archived challenges will not be listed here.  
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3.  View Ideas Page 

 
Overview 
The View Ideas page is the first       
page to be fully redesigned, as it       
has been a key component of the       
user experience since Spigit’s    
launch. 

 
Key Changes 
We have changed the page to a       
single column view which creates     
a more modern look and feel.  

 
Accompanying this update, we’ve    
modified several core components    
of the page to improve the user       
experience, provide greater   
search capability, and create a     
more engaging look and feel. 

 
 
 
 
These changes include: 

● The default view is now tiled. 
● The ‘Ideas Filter’ enables you to filter by: 

○ Ideas I have not viewed 
○ Ideas I have not rated 

● The idea images are now rectangular. 
● The current vote score for the idea displays prior to a user carrying out a rating. 
● A checkmark is displayed on Ideas that you have already viewed. 
● Tags are now displayed more prominently in a tag cloud at the bottom of the View Ideas                 

screen. To better surface content that’s most frequently used, tag size will be determined              
by usage, with the oft-used tags appearing larger.  

● When aggregation is turned on, the community or challenge link will appear on the tile. A                
user will then be directed to the view ideas page for that community or challenge.  
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4.  Rating Visibility 
 

 
Overview 
A key component of the View Ideas page update is the           
addition of vote or rating visibility on the idea tiles.          
Displaying the voting/rating will provide a higher degree of         
transparency around ideas that have been submitted. 
 
Key Changes 
If you have, at any time, had thumbs voting or star rating            
enabled in a challenge then the final total of that voting or            
rating will be displayed on the tile, following this upgrade. If           
an idea did not receive votes or you have not enabled           
voting/rating at any previous point in the challenge, this will          
not appear.  
 
Note: This cannot be disabled through Idea management. 
 
 

5.  Theme Editor 
 
Overview 
An all new, simpler Theme     
Editor enables Administrators to    
select brand, button and link     
colors, and apply these    
changes to all communities    
through the root community with     
one click. This creates a     
consistent experience for the    
end user.  
 
Key Changes 
Whether you are uploading a 
logo or changing the branding 
colors within your instance, all 
branding options are now 
located in the Theme Editor.  
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Instant preview panels in the Theme Editor allow you to select your branding options and               
preview how they will look, without the need for page refreshes or separate windows. 
 
A new font type, Proxima Nova is used within the changes to the Theme Editor. Unlike the 
previous Theme Editor, the font type will be locked and cannot be overridden or changed. 
 
In addition to this, we are removing the ability to publish custom style sheet overrides through 
the footer section. Any custom style sheets inserted into the footer will be stripped at the point of 
publication. All branding will be carried out via the Theme Editor or at the individual widget level 
and will be standardised across the Spigit product to conform to the new set of options.  
 
Any custom style sheets that are inserted in attempt to override standard Spigit layouts will no 
longer be supported by the Spigit platform. Custom style sheets often conflict with core layouts 
and code during the upgrade process. If clients use the style sheets, they will be responsible for 
maintenance moving forwards.  
 
At the point of upgrade, all existing custom style sheets and custom content will be stripped 
from the footer. Footers across the application can be replaced with a one-click step from the 
root community, by editing the footer and selecting the Publish and Apply button that appears 
below the footer. 
 

 
 

6. Embedded Chat and Help  
 
Overview 
Embedded support enables Administrators to get the help they         
need without leaving the platform. Administrators can chat        
directly with the Spigit Support team during support hours, or          
send a support request outside of support hours using the          
‘Chat’ and ‘Help’ options present on each page.  
 
Key Changes 
Depending upon the time of day (05:00 PST/08:00 EST/12:00         
GMT to 15:00 PST/18:00 EST/10:00 GMT) Administrators will        
see either a ‘Chat’ or ‘Help’ icon in the bottom right hand corner             
of their screen.  
 
 

Once clicked, the Administrator begins communicating with the Spigit Support team either in             
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real time through Chat or by posting a ticket to our Support System when ‘Help’ is available. If                  
an Administrator does not possess an account for Spigit Support, one will be created by the                
Support team.  
 

7.  Simplified Administration Panel 
 
Overview 
A simplified Administration panel provides quick and easy access to the most frequently used              
Admin functions, such as Site Settings, user management (Users/Moderators/Experts) and Idea           
Management. 

 
 
Key Changes 
When the Administration panel is first accessed, it displays a small subset of the Admin options 
that are most often used. This includes Site settings, Theme Editor, Site Editor, Users, 
Moderators, Experts, Idea template, Idea Management, Evaluation Templates, Graduation 
Thresholds and Email Templates. A View More/View Less button enables Admins to toggle 
between this simplified view and all available Administrator functionality.  
 
For the length of your session, the application will remember which view you’ve accessed last, 
and will return you to that view when you return to the Administration panel. 
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8. Community Wizard 
 

Overview 
Creating a community space inside     
of Spigit just got even easier with       
the advent of our new Community      
Creation Wizard. 

 
To simplify the experience,    
community creation has been    
unified into a single page, instead of       
a multi-step process. This not only      
improves the overall experience    
when creating community, but also     
mirrors the experience of challenge     
creation. 

 
Key Changes 
The redefined Community Wizard includes the following options: 

● URL creator* - Matches the new URL structure discussed in section 1 of these notes. 
● Make Child of - Offers a way to structure the community hierarchy within your instance. 
● Inherit Theme - Copies down the visual theme (branding) from a preexisting template. 
● Inherit Site Configuration - Copies down ALL configurations from a preexisting template. 
● Community Access - Standard access options. 
● Community Title* - Title that displays in the ‘Manage Sites’ section and the browser tab. 
● Community Tags - An option to ‘tag’ the community for types that appear in the               

‘Community Attributes’ section. 
 
Once the ‘Create Community’ option has been selected, the administrator will be taken to the               
Activity Stream of the newly created community. 
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9.  Quick Launch Challenges 
 
Overview 
Quick Launch Challenges provide 
an easy way to get started with 
Spigit’s most commonly used 
challenges including: Rapid 
Challenge, Pairwise Challenge, 
Always-On and our Standard 
Challenge.  
 
Key Changes 
Each challenge type is 
preconfigured with unique phases, 
phase timing and phase activities 
to lay the foundation for running 
your next challenge and guide you 
with the cadence of each phase. 
Quick launch challenges will run 
as a beta in this release of the 
software. Please contact your 
Customer Success Lead if you’re 
interested in participating. 
 

 

10.  Manage Sites  
 

 
Overview 
The existing 
‘Manage 
Communities’ 
section has been 
renamed ‘Manage 
Sites’ to reflect that 
the activities inside 
of this admin panel 

affect both communities and challenges. The functionality and labels have been enhanced to 
improve usability.  
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Key Changes 
To improve page performance, sites will load as you scroll down the page.  
 
The type of site is listed so that Administrators can easily distinguish between communities and               
challenges without needing to click into the space itself.  
 
The 'Locked' column has been renamed 'Disabled' in keeping with similar name changes             
throughout the application and API. The 'Disabled' functionality is retained with the ability to              
disable access to a community or challenge (for all but Administrators).  
 
The 'Hide in Communities Widget' has been renamed 'Hidden' and will be used to track and                
manage whether the site is displayed in the new Go To menu.  
 
The new 'Actions' buttons appear as a pencil icon which takes the administrator to the               
administration panel for the respective community or challenge.  
 
The ability to delete a community or challenge remains a Spigit Administration action only. 
 
After analyzing client usage and the overall experience in creating and managing sites, the              
templates and template creation options have been removed from this page.  
 

11.  Improved Site Editor Experience 
 
Overview 
Based upon client feedback, the     
Site Editor section of the     
Administration panel has been    
simplified to make it easier for      
Administrators to customize the    
user experience. 
 
Previously, we had implemented    
a ‘Preview’ of editable widgets     
inside of the Site Editor to      
improve usability. In this release,     
we are taking things further with      
the refinement of page and     
widget listings, the renaming of     
widgets and Site Editor    
terminology, and the   
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standardization of certain Site Editor pages. 
 
 
Key Changes 
To simplify the Site Editor we have curated the list of available pages. Please see the Appendix                 
for the list of pages that have been removed. 
 
We have also curated the lists of widgets that can be placed on certain pages within the Site                  
Editor. Only the remaining relevant widgets will appear in the ‘Select Widget’ list on the Content                
screen, when setting up the page in the Site Editor. 
 
The View Ideas page can contain the following widgets: 

1. View ideas (This widget cannot be removed from the page) 
2. Popular Tags 
3. Editable widgets  

 
Custom pages can contain the following widgets:  

1. Editable widgets  
2. Most Liked Ideas 
3. Most Popular Ideas 
4. My Tasks 
5. Stock Ticker 
6. Top Contributors  
7. Top Ideas by Star Rating (there will be two star rating widgets, one for a Challenge and                 

one for a Community. You will see a stop clock next to the widget that pertains to a                  
Challenge). 

8. Top Innovators 
9. Top Ideas by Category 
10. Top Ranked 
11. Top Rated Ideas 
12. Top User Reputation 
13. Trading Leaderboard Matrix 
14. Wealthiest Member 

 
To allow easier management of the site editor widgets, certain widgets will now only appear on                
relevant pages for which they were designed, and will no longer appear in the widget listing for                 
other pages. If you remove them from their assigned page, you will need to use the restore                 
configurations option under Administration > Site Settings to add them back. Please see the              
Appendix for the list of widgets that are restricted to the pages for which they were designed. 
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Further details of the improvements are: 
 

1. As part of the new user experience, all new Spigit-built (Core) pages will be a single                
column rather than multiple columns 

2. Custom page templates are now available as either one or two column layouts rather              
than the multiple options that were previously available.  

3. A series of terminology changes have been rolled out to the New Page/Edit Page area:  
a. The ‘Metadata’ tab is now ‘Overview’. 
b. The ‘Content’ tab is now ‘ Widgets’. 
c. Inside the ‘Overview’ tab, ‘Tab Label’ is now ‘Tab Name’ and ‘Top Level Tab’ is               

now ‘Add to Navigation Bar’ 
d. Inside the ‘Widgets’ tab, ‘Select Template’ is now ‘Select Style’. 

4. Inside the ‘Overview’ tab ‘Body Tag ID’ is no longer an option. 
5. Inside the ‘Widgets’ tab, the default widget style has been set to ‘No border’, and ‘Show                

Collapsed’ is no longer an option. 
6. There are two new editable widgets available on the Post Idea page in the Site Editor. 

The post_idea_header widget enables administrators to create a customized header for 
the Post Idea screen. The postideatips widget can be used to include tips for idea 
submission on the side of the Post Idea screen. 

 
Some Site Editor updates are only applicable to specific pages. Similar updates will continue to roll out to                  
the remaining pages over the next few releases.  
 
 

12. Idea Image Updates 
 
Overview 
In previous versions of Spigit, ideators were limited in 
how they used the Idea image functionality. Image 
options included a stock grey light bulb, a custom 
uploaded image, or turning off idea images altogether. 
Based on client feedback, we’ve expanded the image 
options that ideators have when submitting their ideas. 
 
Key Changes 
Following an investigation into the type and format of 
idea images used by our customers, we’ve implemented 
an image carousel on the idea form. This carousel  
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houses a selection of new standard images covering a broad spectrum of colors and shapes, 
and representing innovation in a more subtle manner. Patterns range from twists on a neural 
network, to a Rubix cube, to a visual puzzle. The intent is to provide more vibrant color, as well 
as a modern impression for users who are browsing or searching for ideas in Spigit. Spigit 
continues to support the ability for an ideator to upload their own image to represent their idea.  
 
Note: The image carousel will only be available in the desktop version. Also, the default idea 
image cannot be modified.  
 
 

13.  Challenge Image Updates  
 
Overview & Key Changes 
Administrators now have a new     
series of challenge banners to     
select from when creating or     
editing a challenge. 
 
The new options relate to both      
Standard Template 1 & 2 in the       
Challenge Layout controls   
section.  
 
There are five new images that      
represent a variety of color     
schemes and shapes to add a      
more modern look to your     
challenge homepage. 

 
The ability to load in your own banner image remains an option when using the ‘Custom                
Template’ inside of the Edit Challenge > Layout Controls option.  
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14.  Task Assignment Changes  
 
Overview 
Based on client feedback, we are improving the way that Spigit assigns tasks and simplifying               
the task assignment logic within challenges and communities. This will result in more balanced              
task assignment that ensures all possible assignees in a given stage will receive equal or close                
to equal task assignments.  
 
This will cover assignments that are configured using the Graduation Tasks section of             
administration. All tasks assigned to default system roles such as Moderators, Experts, etc., will              
benefit from this enhancement as will any custom roles that are created within a challenge.  
 
Key Changes  
The new assignment logic is focused at the stage level, ensuring that as ideas enter stages                
where tasks must be assigned, it is working to provide balance to the assignments. It will detect                 
which role group is configured in the Graduation Thresholds administration panel for the             
particular stage, and form an assignment list based upon the order they were enrolled into the                
assignment group.  
 
When one task type is assigned, task assignments are balanced across experts for each idea 
within the graduation stage. On occasion, experts can be assigned to the same idea in the next 
stage of the process. For example, experts 1,2, and 3 in the chart (Fig 1) below receive the 
review task assignments for idea 1 in both the Submission stage and the Crowd Validation 
stage. This is not guaranteed, however, and should not be expected. This is per the design of 
the system.  
 

 
Fig 1 

 
The chart below (Fig 2) illustrates the assignment balance when one group (Experts) is 
assigned a single task type (Review Task) in two stages. This is the new expected behaviour for 
the feature.  
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Fig 2 

 
The behaviour illustrated in Fig 1 & Fig 2 should be expected when assigning one task type 
(Review, Evaluation, Approval, Evaluation Task) to one assignment group (E.g. Expert, 
Moderator) If you are assigning two tasks in a stage to two different assignment groups then 
you should expect the same balancing to take place. As long as each task type is being 
assigned to a single group, this will balance the numbers according to the expected behaviour. 
 
We are mindful that sometimes, multiple task types are assigned to one group in a single stage. 
When this approach is configured, the system will seek to balance the sum of tasks assigned 
not the individual tasks assigned. In other words, each expert will receive an equal or 
near-equal amount of task assignments per stage, but the number of assignments per type 
won’t necessarily be balanced, as depicted in the chart below (Fig 3).  
 

 
  Fig 3 
 
 
There are no physical changes to the User/Expert Experience within the Spigit platform. The              
changes being made here apply just to the logic behind the task assignment engine. 
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15.  Excel Reporting Tool  
 
Overview 
In our previous release, we made changes to the Challenge Wizard to allow challenges to be                
run for as little as five minutes. This change was to support ideation methodologies that focus                
on a shorter time span, such as hackathons, or innovation sprints. To further support these               
methodologies, we’ve embedded a series of Excel-based reports so that reports can be run              
instantly from within Spigit. These reports will help your team track idea progress and activity               
when running shorter events.  
 
Excel reports are available from the Reports page, accessible from the ‘More’ link. The ‘Reports’               
page has been created as a page in the Site Editor and can be added as a navigation tab if                    
desired. All reports are in .xlsx format. This format benefits your team with support for a much                 
larger data set - 1,048,576 records as compared to 65,536 records with .xls.  
 
Key Elements 
Reports available in this release include: 

● Dynamic Idea report 
● Dynamic Review Report 
● Ideas Activity Report 
● Rapid Report 
● User Tasks Report 

 
While other reports can be requested, the Spigit team will review requests for additional reports.               
Please note, only Spigit will be able to add them to the Reports page. This allows us to maintain                   
performance and oversight into any reports being added. Should there be substantial requests             
for a certain report type, it will be reviewed with the aim of adding it to the list of standard Spigit                     
reports for all clients.  
 

16.  URL Update 
 
In this release, we’ve moved Spigit towards a more modern and streamlined domain 
architecture. This new structure moves the Spigit platform inline with industry standard naming 
conventions, while also saving you time: It will cut down on setup time for new instances of 
Spigit, and obviate the need for annual certificate updates to your Spigit website. 
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As part of this update, we’ve changed the format of your Spigit URLs as follows: 
 

URL/Address Type Original URL New URL 

Spigit Instance www.customer.spigit.com customer.spigit.com  

Community www.community.customer.spigit.com customer.spigit.com/community 

Challenge www.challenge.customer.spigit.com customer.spigit.com/challenge 

 
Going forward, you can access all Spigit links from these new URLs. If you have saved a Spigit 
address in your bookmarks or favorites, please update it to the new URL.  
 
We intend to minimize disruption as much as possible. That’s why, for most Spigit participants, 
there is nothing more you need to do. To make this transition seamless, we have automatically 
updated your Challenge and Community URLs, as well as the links in email notifications and 
digests that will be sent from now on. We have also put a forwarding address in place so that 
your team has time to acclimate to this change and can get where they need to be, even if they 
visit the original URLs.  
 
For platform administrators, when creating a new challenge or community, you will see the new 
URL structure in the challenge wizard: 
 

 
 
Please note that certain reserved keywords, like ‘app’, ‘main’ and ‘www’, may not be used for 
the Challenge name. 
 
If you are using Single Sign On to log into Spigit, we will partner with you to update your SSO 
configurations before the expiration of your SSL certificate. In the interim, SSO will continue to 
function as expected, using the forwarding address that we have put in place. 
 
 
17.  REST API Phase 2 

 
In phase two of our API updates, we’ve empowered administrators to manage users and track               
challenges. We’ve also enhanced your interaction with the ideas resource by surfacing more             
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data about each idea, and adding filtering so you can more easily find the ideas you’re looking                 
for. This release introduces ten new API interaction points: 

1. Get a list of users fitting specific criteria (admin and above). 
2. Get a list of all users in your instance (super admin). 
3. Get user details (super admin, user’s own details). 
4. Enable/disable a specific user (super admin). 
5. Update user profile attributes (super admin, user’s own profile). 
6. Get Challenge Details - Phase Announcements and Enabled Activities (admin and           

above). 
7. Filter ideas by stage and state. 
8. Get expanded idea details, such as stage, category, votes, views and ratings. 
9. Get engagement statistics, such as likes, comments and views, for all users given a              

specific timeframe. 
10. Get the number of ideas in each stage. 

 
Full details of the capabilities can be found within your instance of Spigit at /docs/api/index.html.               
A summary can be found is contained in the appendix at the end of these release notes. 
 
 
18.  Security Updates and Fixes 

 
Spigit is committed to the security and privacy of your data. That’s why we regularly subject our                 
software to security audits and expert penetration testing to identify any new security needs. We               
have also begun the process of SOC 2 Security Compliance status to ensure that our product                
meets the highest security standards available for SaaS applications. 
 
In this release, we have responded to previous testing with additional input validation, expanded              
logging capabilities, and more secure generation and storage of sensitive information. We have             
also solicited a new round of penetration testing to verify these fixes and any new functionality                
included in recent updates.  
 
This release includes the following security updates: 
  

1. Implemented stronger password encryption for any passwords stored in our database. 
Note: This does not apply to Single Sign On users whose passwords are not stored by 
Spigit. 

2. Added validation to various input fields to prevent against cross-site scripting attacks. 
3. Added CSRF token validation to close Cross-Site Request Forgery vulnerabilities. 
4. Closed any SQL injection vulnerabilities identified by our penetration tester. 
5. Upgraded to a more secure random number generator, used for generating security            

tokens. 
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6. Upgraded to a more secure process for generating session tokens. 
7. Improved the storage of sensitive information so that it cannot be cached or retrieved              

from the application memory. 
8. Enhanced the security of the 'Forgot Your Password' process to prevent against phishing             

for valid usernames. 
9. Added new event logging with additional details about login attempts, so we can better              

detect and prevent against malicious authentication activities. 
 
 

19.  Retired Widgets 
 
Why are we removing widgets? 
At Spigit we take into account feedback from you, our valued customers. As a result, we have                 
been working hard to review all of the widgets inside the software with a view to making the                  
administration experience as good as it can possibly be.  
 
A key part of this effort continues in this release with the removal of widgets that are no longer in                    
use.  
 
How will I be affected? 
Our intention with this release is to minimize the impact of our efforts. To this end, we have                  
targeted widgets that will have no impact to your program.  
 
How do I find out what has been removed? 
We have included a helpful section below that displays all of the widgets that have been                
removed. 
 
Need more help? 
As always, you can contact our friendly support team at www.support.spigit.com 
 
Removed widget list  
 
Community_picker_exclude_challenge, community_picker, community_tree_multiselect, 
community_tree_select, community_subtree_browse, community_tree_browse_popup, 
community_tree_browse, Highest_Priced_ideas_by_Category, idea_stages_display, 
rankings_redirect, report_abuse, reset_user, sector_drafts_widget, tell_a_friend, 
usertestimonial, sectorshome_participate, sectorshome_body, sector_tabs, screen_name, 
task_scorecard, User_admin, User, User_profile_mini, update_content,view_cart, View_sector, 
 
Removed Pages 
Clone idea, Reset Page, Report Abuse, View_idea_fresh, ViewAllTasks, Custom Home  
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20.  Removed Functionality  

 
Discussion Forums 
What’s Being Removed? 
In the last update to Spigit, the View_sector widget, which contained a summary of discussion 
threads and links to the Discussion Forum, was removed from the Category screen. The feature 
was still accessible, though, by creating an editable widget on the Category page that linked to 
the discussion threads.  This release sees the full removal of the Discussion Forum feature from 
Spigit.  
 
Why are we removing this functionality?  
We have been working to review all of the settings and features inside Spigit software, with an 
eye towards improving the user experience and making it as consistent and streamlined as 
possible. A key part of this effort includes removal of settings and features that are no longer in 
use or have very little customer demand. Discussion Forum is currently in use by less than 10% 
of our customers. It is also a part of Spigit’s original codebase and, as such, would require a 
complete re-engineering to bring it up to speed with current coding practices and design. The 
low usage numbers do not justify the investment of resources needed to upgrade the feature, or 
to continue to support and test it with each new release of the software. 
 
How will I be affected? 
For most customers, this will have no impact on your program. For the percentage of customers 
who are using or have used this feature, we will provide a data extract of all Category 
discussions. 
 
Recommended Ideas 
In this release, we are improving the infrastructure around our recommendation engine. As a 
result, the 'Recommended Ideas' widget is not supported. We are redefining it for a return in a 
future release.  
 
Idea Versioning  
The feature that related to Idea Version history will no longer be supported in this release. The                 
Product team has been analysing the feature and it’s functions and in conjunction with usage               
data, we have decided to terminate support for it. Moving forward, we are assessing ways in                
which we may release a more robust feature to manage idea iterations.  
 
‘Subscribe to comments’ 
The email template named 'Email Notice for Idea Comment Posted' has been removed from the 
Email Templates section of Administration, along with the subscription checkbox when posting a 
comment. This email will no longer be sent. Comments being posted on ideas or in reply to 
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other comments will trigger the 'Notice to Subscribers' email template instead. Idea owners and 
subscribers will receive the 'Notice to Subscribers' email when a new comment is posted.  
 
‘Back To’ Link 
The 'Back to' link inside of a Challenge has been removed based on feedback to improve the                 
navigation between communities/challenges. With the The ‘Go To’ menu users can more easily             
navigate  to communities or challenges they have permission to access. 
 
Draft & Tags within Categories 
In order to remove complexity, we will no longer support saving a draft category or category                
tags. Upon category publishing they will be available instantly. 
 
Tags with Spacing & Special Characters 
Tags containing spaces or special characters, other than hyphens, can no longer be added.              
Hyphens may be used for phrases or other multi-word tagging. This change brings Spigit in line                
with what has become the standard for social media tools. It also simplifies the display and                
interaction with tags in the new, more prominent Tag Cloud. Tags that were entered prior to this                 
release which contained special characters will continue to display as expected.  
 
Yammer Integration 
We will no longer support the out of the box Yammer integration to Spigit. All settings relating to                  
the integration have now been removed and the ‘External Publishing’ panel is no longer              
accessible. This completes the removal of the functionality. 
In order to integrate with Yammer, clients are now advised to use our Rest API which has                 
deeper connection capability. For more information, please refer to our public API developer             
guide. 
 
Profile Nickname 
Over the course of the next year we will be making some big improvements to the Profile page.                  
We see the Profile page as a key area that will improve engagement for users. As we begin to                   
streamline the profile to encourage users to provide information, we are re-evaluating all the              
necessary fields available to a user in their profile. In light of this the ‘Nickname’ field on the                  
‘Edit Profile’ page and the ‘Show User Nick Name For First Name’ setting in admin have been                 
removed.  
 
Removed Settings:  

1. Idea Information Display 
○ Show Idea ID  
○ Show Idea Subscription On Posting a Comment  
○ Show Link to Idea Stages Graphic View 

2. Idea Management 
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○ Owner can delete idea - by default users will always have the ability to delete               
ideas 

○ Allow Team Member Delete - by default users will always have the ability to              
remove team members.  

○ Shown Idea Short Description Template 
3. External Publishing section has been completely removed. 
4. Site Themes & Access Settings 

○ Site themes  
○ Logo upload has been moved to the Theme Editor 

5. Turn on/off settings 
○ Hide Idea Template Fields 
○ Show Top Categories 
○ Menu Bar Links Removal  

 
 

21. Additional Desktop Updates 
 
Admin New Feature 
Walkthrough 
A feature walkthrough will now     
be available for Administrators to     
introduce the most impactful    
changes that relate to    
administering the Spigit platform.    
This walkthrough will appear the     
first time an Administrator    
accesses the Administration area    
following the upgrade.   
Administrators can return to the     
walkthrough using the ‘What’s    
New’ option in their Profile menu.  

 
 
Language Preferences 
Two of the language labels have been updated in the Language Preference widget in a user’s 
profile: Chinese (Simplified) was changed to Chinese (China) and Spanish (Laos) was updated 
to Spanish (Latin America).  
 
Pairwise  

1. Full idea titles are now displayed for the ideas in pairwise. 
2. Idea descriptions are no longer shown on the idea tiles.  
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3. An idea lightbox with idea details will display when the title is clicked.  
 
Category Creation 

1. The Category description field is now limited to 1000 characters. 
2. The following help text appears below the description field: 'There is a limit of 1000 

characters. Please note, only the first 200 characters of plain text will appear in the 
tooltip (question mark icon) that shows in the Category filter on the View Ideas page. No 
text formatting will display inside of the help text.'  

 
 

 
Mini Profile 
The miniature version of a user’s profile has 
been redesigned in line with the more modern 
look and feel we have introduced in this release. 
Mini profiles appear when mousing over a user’s 
avatar in various places throughout the 
application, such as the View Ideas screen or 
the Recent Activity panel. 
 
The orientation of the profile has changed from 
horizontal to vertical. Also, for added clarity, 
user statistics are now displayed with labels 
below them instead of icons.  
 
 
 

Challenge Wizard 
The Email setting checkbox labeled 'Automatically send email announcements to all challenge            
members' has been removed.  
 
Import Users and Ideas 
When administrators import users into Spigit, passwords will be validated to ensure they meet              
the password policies of the site. If do not meet password policies (e.g. password with one                
character), an error message will be displayed and the users with invalid passwords won’t be               
imported. Once the import process detects ten occurrences of invalid passwords, nothing further             
is imported. 
 
Turn On/Off Features 
To enable users to search closed ideas when aggregation is turned on, you must ensure that                
the ‘Search all stages by default’ setting is turned on in ‘Turn On/Off Features’. This setting now                 
defaults to Off. 
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Idea Management 

1. The administration area named Idea Information Display has been removed and its            
contents have been moved to the Idea Management section. The following           
configurations have been relocated: 

a. Idea Statistics Display Options 
b. Show Idea Rating 
c. Show Idea Stats to All Users 
d. Show Buy Now Button 
e. Show Moderate Threads 
f. Show Idea Stages 

2. Merge and Combine idea options are now configurable inside of the Idea Management             
section. For details on configuring these options, see the Spigit Help Center. These             
options default to On in new communities and challenges. 

 
Edit Users 
On the Edit User page, the 'Lock User' has been renamed 'Disable User' in keeping with similar                 
terminology changes throughout the application and API.  
 
User Management - User Role 
We have changed the wording inside of the user search section to reflect ‘user role’ instead of 
‘custom role’. This wording had caused confusion around Spigit Standard roles (often referred to 
as ‘User Role’) and the Custom Roles which can be created through Administration. All roles will 
now fall under ‘User Role’ in this section.  
 
Task Management 
We’ve added a warning message which will appear when an Admin, Moderator, Expert or 
Project Manager attempts to edit a completed task using the pencil icon, to alert them that their 
edit will delete any existing task data.  
 
Site Themes and Access Settings  
 

1. The Site Themes and Access Settings section was renamed Site Settings.  
2. The feature that enabled an administrator to upload a company logo for the site has               

been moved to the Theme Editor. 
3. The 'Logo Link URL' label has changed to 'Logo URL'. This setting is used for adding a                 

link to the logo that appears in the upper left corner of the header.  
4. The Logo URL will default to page/home, which is the home screen for the community or                

challenge whose Site Settings are being edited. This default is applied to any new              
challenges or communities that are created after you have upgraded to this version of              
the software. 
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5. The Theme selector for choosing a design theme has been removed as part of the               
broader user experience redesign.  

6. When creating an expression group for the 'Private - User Attribute' community access             
type, only the following user attributes will be shown in the preview: Email address,              
Username, First name, Last name. 

7. We have removed the ability to set community or challenge access by role. Having 
reviewed the configuration, it does not align with how community/challenge level roles 
are administered.  

 
Email Templates 
To avoid the delay of the receipt of Spigit emails, The ‘Embed Images’ setting has been 
removed. This setting allowed images to be downloaded to emails which increased the size of 
the email being sent. In turn, this increased the likelihood that the email with the embedded 
image would be blocked by corporate filtering. Images can continue to be added to your 
templates, but they will no longer be downloaded to the email.  This aligns Spigit with the 
standards best practice.  
 
Private Discussion Boards 
Private Discussion Boards enable Moderators and Administrators to have behind-the-scenes          
conversations about ideas. Beginning in this release, Private Discussion Boards will be            
available by default. To access this functionality from an idea, click on the Control Panel and                
select ‘Private Discussion Board’. This will convert the Comments section on the idea to a               
Private Discussion Board that can be used by the specified roles. To return to the regular                
comment view, select Go To Idea Home from the Control Panel and the Private Discussion               
Board will revert back to the Comments thread.  
 

22. Desktop Fixes 
 
 

1. Fixed an issue where there were sporadic reports that categories, once created, could             
not be deleted.  

2. Implemented a maximum file upload of 64MB to prevent issues with the uploading of              
larger files.  

3. By viewing a valid idea and changing the idea ID in the URL, it was sometimes possible                 
to find a non-existent idea where the idea page would allow the user to add attachments                
or invite team members. Users will no longer be able to take action on non-existent               
ideas. 

4. Upgraded the TinyMCE WYSIWYG text editor after issues with adding a link to images              
in editable widgets.  

5. Fixed an issue where there were sporadic reports that users could not accept team              
member invitations.  
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6. Corrected an issue where text does not wrap appropriately on the View Ideas page in               
the IE browser. 

7. A change has been made to the reference article embedded in the Import Users and               
Ideas section of Administration.  

8. Fixed an issue where idea graduation triggered multiple notification emails to followers            
and the idea owner. 

9. A fix has been applied to the challenge template functionality to ensure that there are no                
errors when creating a new challenge from a template.  

10. Fixed an issue where customers could not delete moderators and experts. 
11. The view community action is now available on the Insights dashboard. 
12. Resolved the issue where Spanish characters were changed to symbols after the            

upgrade. 
13. Fixed an issue where APAC region customers could not update challenge phases,            

dates, and times because the Challenge Phase Editor would not expand.  
14. When creating a new Category in the ‘Edit Challenge’ screen, the success message will              

be in the singular 'Category created successfully' instead of the plural 'Categories            
created successfully'. 

15. Corrected the message that appears when an idea expires, and is automatically closed             
as unsuccessful. The closure message that appears in the idea screen and email             
notification was listing a variable as the reason for the idea closure. Now it will list the                 
default text. 

16. Fixed an issue whereby the theme colors being applied to certain fonts were not              
represented correctly within the Administration panel. 

17. When a user clicks on 'Share' in the activity feed and the share window opens, cursor                
focus will now be set on the 'Recipients' field . 

18. Corrected the alignment of the arrow indicating the share tab so that it aligns with the                
'Share' text rather than the 'Follow' text. 

19. Submit buttons now appear in all caps style, as 'SUBMIT', on all login screens.              
Previously they were appearing as 'Submit' on the Forgot Username, Forgot Password            
and Register screens. 

20. We’ve updated the error message that appears when an administrator attempts to add a              
user with an email that’s already in use. It will now say '[email entered] is already a                 
registered email. Check that the email you entered is valid and not already in use'. 

21. Fixed an error preventing users from posting tags in Korean. 
22. When sending invitations to users from the Admin > ‘Register Invite Users’ screen, if you               

tried to send an invite to users that were already registered on the site, your invitation(s)                
would not be sent, an error message would appear, and any customized message you              
had entered in the 'Your Personalized Invitation Message' field would be replaced by the              
default message. With this release, any text you have entered will be maintained even              
when an error message is shown. 
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23. In the Widgets section of the Theme Image Editor, the ‘Background Image’ file selector              
field overlapped with the ‘Font Color’ field. This is no longer an issue with the new and                 
simplified Theme Editor. 

24. Users who timed out before accepting the terms and conditions will now be redirected              
back to the 'Sign In' page. 

25. There were reports of challenges that were set to draft mode, launching despite the              
status. In these challenges, the start/phase settings were no longer editable, which            
caused the error. 

26. Fixed an issue where some images loaded into editable widgets and WYSIWYG editors             
were not displaying the correct orientation.  

27. Clients that are using Idea Expiry have reported seeing a notification appear as blank in               
their activity streams in certain configuration circumstances. This blank message will no            
longer appear. 

28. Fixed an issue where there were sporadic reports than an Idea owner who commented              
on their own idea was no longer subscribed to follow the idea. 

29. The ‘more’ link on the ViewSector page will take users to the View Ideas page with the                 
list of ideas filtered to the selected category.  

 
 

23.  Mobile Minor Updates and Fixes 
 
Updates 
 

1. The mobile theme color is inherited from the desktop brand color and is now updated in                
the theme editor.  

2. Users can now upload their avatar in their profile.  
3. Idea images will reflect the desktop design and be rectangular. 

Fixes 
1. The idea progress bar (through different stages) is no longer displayed on drafted ideas. 
2. An error message inside our mobile browser experience has been added when a user              

fails to select the mandatory checkbox on the Post Idea form.  
3. When the 'Anonymous Revealed to Administrators' option is enabled, and the           

administrator selects the 'Anonymous [owner's name]' link on the idea card, the 'Idea             
Details' screen was displaying instead of the user's 'Profile' screen. Now it will display the               
profile. 

4. Fixed an issue where Activity and Leaderboard options being turned off in the parent              
community caused them not to be displayed in the challenge.  

5. In public communities when the user attempted to start pairwise, the 'Go to Sign-In' link was                
not displayed on the 'Pairwise' screen. This has been resolved. 

6. Fixed an issue where the 'Home' screen of the parent community was displayed for a few                
seconds when a user returned to the 'Challenge Details' screen.  
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7. When custom idea fields were set up with access limited to the 'Team Member' role, the                
custom fields were not displayed on the 'Edit Idea' screen when the Team Members              
attempted to edit the ideas. This has been corrected. 

8. Corrected an issue that occurred when clicking the back button (inside of an aggregated 
community) to return to the view ideas page from inside a particular idea. Users were being 
prompted to accept the Terms and Conditions again, even though they had already accepted 
these Terms and Conditions in a previous step. 

9. When the internet connection goes down while the user is navigating through the mobile              
app, an error message saying that the network connection was lost will now be displayed, as                
it happens on web app, instead of the 'The server encountered an internal error' message. 

10. The first time a user accessed a site, the landing page was not being displayed after they                 
accepted the terms and conditions, even though it was configured for display. This has been               
fixed. 

11. Corrected an issue where a user who didn't have permissions to post comments could not               
see the Reply link. 

12. Corrected an issue where a user who didn't have permissions to post a reply to a                
comment was able to see the ‘Reply’ link 

13. When a user clicked on an idea link in an email notification, they were directed to an idea                  
detail screen containing a back arrow that did not function. This back arrow will no longer be                 
displayed in this scenario.  

14. When a user who didn’t have permissions to post an idea clicked on the 'Post Idea' button,                 
they would see a blank screen. Now they will see a message indicating that they contact the                 
site administrator. 

15. When a user does not have access to view an idea, an Access Denied message will appear,                 
as it does in the desktop version of the application. 

16. When a team member edited an idea, the custom idea fields that were set up with access                 
limited to 'Team members' were not being displayed. This has been fixed. 

17. The number of pairs available for pairwise voting was not being updated on the gauge after                
ideas were added or removed. Now it will be updated. 

18. When a use had a long email, it was cut off at the end on the profile screen. Now it will                     
appear with an ellipsis.  

19. When a user clicked the ‘See Activity’ button and was taken to the Activity screen, the title                 
that was shown was different in communities than it was in challenges. In challenges, the               
title 'Recent Activities' was displayed, whereas in communities the 'Activity' title was shown.             
We have unified these displays and now both challenges and communities will display the              
'Activity' title. 

20. When the first name and last name of the logged user contained more than 44 characters                
the names would appear in the profile menu below the avatar, overlaying the ‘Communities’              
and ‘Home’ menu options. Now they will appear to the right of the user’s avatar and the                 
name will be shortened with an ellipsis. 
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24. Supported Browsers 
 
Spigit supports the latest versions of Firefox (49), Chrome (55), Safari (9.1.1) and Internet Explorer 11                
and Safari on iPhone, Chrome on Android.  
 
Please note that ‘Private Browsing’ or ‘Incognito Mode’ is not supported on a Mobile Browser. 
 
 

25. Supported Languages 
 

English (United States) 
French (France) 
Spanish (Latin America) 
Spanish (Spain) 
Japanese (Japan) 
Portuguese (Brazil) 

Russian (Russia) 
Chinese (China) 
German (Germany) 
Arabic (Saudi Arabia) 
English (United Kingdom) 

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
 

 
APPENDIX  
 
API  
Get a list of users fitting specific criteria 
This will return a list of users based on certain criteria, such as signup date. 
 
Get a list of all users in your instance 
This will return a list of all users in the instance, including user ID and username. 
 
Get user details 
When providing the user ID, this will return expanded user details such as first and last name, 
username, email, and user profile attributes. 
 
Enable/disable a specific user 
Add or remove instance access for a particular user. 
 
Update user profile attributes 
Edit user attributes such as first name, last name, email, and address. 
 
Get Challenge Details - Phase Announcements and Enabled Activities 
Returns phase announcements such as: 
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● Challenge launch announcement 
● Phase launch announcement 
● Phase ending soon announcement 
● Phase ending announcement 
● Challenge close announcement 

Each of the announcements includes the activities inside Spigit that are available, such as: 
● Edit Idea 
● Voting 
● Commenting 
● Pairwise Voting 
● Predictions 
● Idea Trading 
● Post Idea 

 
Filter ideas by stage and state 
When returning ideas in a challenge or community, filter that list to only include ideas in a 
specific stage or state (e.g. open, closed successfully, closed unsuccessfully).  
 
Get expanded idea details 
When an idea ID is provided, this will return extensive statistics about an idea, such as idea 
stage, category, views, votes, ratings, and number of comments. 
 
Get engagement statistics 
Reports on user participation in ideas across the instance, including number of votes, views,              
and comments. 
 
Get the number of ideas in each stage 
Reports on number of ideas in each stage, across the instance. 
 
 
 
 
 
Site Editor 
Removed Core Pages 
AddUser, Administration, AuctionDeliveryInstructions, AuctionHistory, BidHistory, Bio, 
BlogModerate, BlogSettings, BlogSpam, CloneIdea, ColorsAndLogo, Comments, 
CommunityAttributes, CreateCommunity, CommunitySearch,  CustomHome, DisplaySettings, 
EditHome, EditProfile, EditReport, EditSiteChallenge, EditUser, EmailExpertsFresh, 
EmailTemplates, EvaluationFileTemplate, EvaluationFormTemplate, EvaluationTask, 
IdeasBetting, Import, InviteUsers, ItemNotAccessible, LanguageImportExport, Legal,  
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ManageBids, ManageResources, MobileAppAdminSettings, ModeratorAdmin, MyConnections, 
MyTasksAll, NewAuction, PairwiseAdminSettings, PendingApprovals, PostBlog, 
PostBlogComment, PostCategory, PostReview, PostReviewFresh, PostSiteChallenge, 
PostSiteChallengeTeam, RecentActivity, ReportAbuse, Reset, RestoreConfiguration, 
ScoresFresh, SearchResults, Security, ShareIdeas, SiteChallengeAdminSettings, 
SiteChallengeSettings, SiteChallengeTemplates, TaskScore, TasksSummary, 
TaskTemplateForm, TaskTemplates, TaskTemplateScore, TellAFriend, TemplateControls, 
ThemeEditor, ThemeCssEditor, ThemeImageEditor, TagSearchResults, Unsubscribe, 
UserAdmin, VersionInfo, ViewBlogDrafts, ViewIdeaFresh, ViewIdeaVersion,, 
ViewEvaluationScore, ViewEvaluationScoreDetail, Visualization 
 
Widgets with Restricted Placement 

1. Admin_task_templates 
2. Site_challenge_info 
3. Site_challenge_stats 
4. Post_site_challenge_team 
5. Community_template_picker 
6. Activity_myideas 
7. Team_member 
8. User_stats 
9. Site_challenge_set_as_template 
10. Site_challenge_lists 
11. Site_challenge_template_controls 
12. Site_challenge_templates 
13. Task_template_form 
14. Task_template_score 
15. Tasks_summary 
16. Create_site 
17. Post_idea_fresh 
18. Language_import_export 
19. View_idea_version 
20. View_ideas_Fresh 
21. Community_picker_exclude_challenge 

 
 
Renamed Widgets  
 
 
Old Name New Name 

Activity stream home Activity feed 

activity_openchallenges Open Challenges 
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Activity_stream_banner Activity_stream_banner 

Add store item Add store item 

Add User Add user 

admin_home Administrator home 

aggregated_blogs All blogs 

Auction_admin Auction Administrator 

auction_bid_history Bid history 

auction_control Auction Control 

auctions del inst Auction Delivery Options 

auctions_history Auction Stats 

auctions_past Auction History 

authorized apps Authorized apps 

best_of_the_best Leading ideas 

Blog_archive Blog list 

blog_control_panel Blog Control Panel 

blog_settings Blog Administrator Page 

Categories Categories 

Challenge editable Challenge editable (this widget is automatically      
placed by the product and cannot be used in any          
other location)  

Challenges_wysiwig Challenges_wysiwig 

clone_idea Copy Idea 

community_search Community Attributes 

Display Content with Title Display Content with Title 

display_settings Display Settings 

edit_profile Edit Profile Page 

Edit_user Edit User 

email_templates Email templates 

evaluation_file_template Evaluation File Template 

Evaluation_form_task Evaluation Form Task 

Evaluation_form_template Evaluation Form Template 
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expert_panel Experts Panel 

hot_users Most active users by week 

idea document no pagelet Attachments 

idea_approvals Idea approvals 

idea_betting investment stats 

idea_breakdown Idea breakdown by category 

idea_clusters Idea clusters 

idea_control_panel Control Panel 

idea_coordinators Project Manager 

idea_market_electronic Trading leaderboard matrix 

idea_pricing_chart Idea investment graph 

idea_review_scores_fresh Review Scores 

idea_stages Idea stages 

idea_stages_vizuliser Stages viewer 

idea_stats idea stats 

ideahome_teammember Team members 

ideas_betting ideas_betting 

Ideas_bulk_assign ideas_bulk_assign 

ideas_by_user My ideas 

import import 

invite_users invite users 

legal Legal 

manage_bids Manage bids 

manage_orders Order Management 

manage_resources Manage resources 

Members_with_most_cash_and_inves
tment 

Wealthiest members 

mobile_app_settings Mobile settings 

moderator_admin Moderator Administrator 

most_active_users Top contributors 

most_popular_users Most popular members 
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my_idea_betting_portfolio Idea investment portfolio 

my_resources My file manager 

my_watch Subscriptions 

new_auction New auction 

pairwise_activities Pairwise Activity 

pairwise_settings Pairwise Admin Settings 

Pairwise_top_innovators Top Pairwise voters 

Pairwise_top_ranked_ideas Top Ranked ideas 

pairwise_vote_ideas Pairwise Vote Ideas 

pending_approvals My pending approvals 

pending_approvals_detail Pending approvals detail 

post_blog Post Your Blog 

post_blog_comment Blog Comment 

post_blog_link Your Blog Link 

post_category Post Category 

post_item Post Store Item 

post_review_fresh Post Review 

post_site_challenge Challenge wizard 

posts_per_day Posts per day 

predictions bang for the buck Best Overall Predictions 

predictions best overall detail Best Overall 

predictions_activities Prediction Activities 

predictions_bubble_graph Prediction Results 

predictions_main Predictions 

Predictions_top_predictions Top predictions 

random_ideas_fancy ideas of the day 

Ratings_header Ratings_header 

recent_activities Recent activities 

recent_activity_by_user Recent Activity 

recent_blog_entries Recent blog enteries 

recommended_ideas Recommended ideas 
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restore_configuration Restore Settings 

saved_community_searches Saved Community Searches 

sector_\list Category List 

Sector_activity Category Activity 

sector_expert_panel Category Expert Panel 

sector_stats Category Stats 

sectorshome_controlpanel Category Control 

security Security 

share_ideas Display ideas in other communities 

shopping_cart Shopping cart 

Signups_per_day New users per day 

similar_ideas Similar Ideas 

site challenges settings Challenge settings 

site_challenge_activities Recent activities 

site_challenge_countdown Challenge Countdown 

site_challenge_home Challenge home 

site_challenge_top_innovators Top innovators 

site_challenge_top_ranked_ideas Top ideas by star rating (Challenge) 

site_challenges_phases Challenge Phases 

site_challenge_phase_email Challenge Phase Email Portfolio 

site_challenges_select_winner Chalenge select winner 

site_challenges_wysiwyg widget.title.sitechallengebillboard 

site_stats Site stats 

spock_leaderboard Stock leaderboard  

spock_leaderboard_scrollbar Stock leaderboard  

Spock_portfolio_fresh Stock Portfolio 

Stock_ticker Stock Ticker 

store_admin Store Admin 

store_home Store 

store_item_edit_delete Edit/Delete Item 

tag_cloud Popular tags 
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Tasks_summary Tasks Summary 

team_member_details Team members overview 

termsandconditions Termsandconditions 

top_innovators Top Innovators (Leaderboard) 

Top_ranked_ideas Top Ranked 

Top_ranked_ideas_by_category Top level ideas by category 

Top_star_rated_ideas Top rated ideas (Challenge) 

top_star_rated_ideas_fresh Top ideas by star rating (Community) 

Transaction_history Stock Transaction History 

translation_setting Language preferences 

trending_ideas Trending 

unsubscription Subscription Membership Options 

User_admin_fresh User Advanced search 

user_notification_preferences Notification Preferences 

user_privacy_setting Privacy preferences 

user_profile_biography_fresh Profile Biography 

User_profile_fresh User Profile 

user_stats Spigit administrator 

user_tasks My tasks 

Userfollowings Following 

view_all_tasks_fresh Idea tasks 

view_auction Auction 

view_blog View Blogs 

view_idea_comments_fresh Comments 

view_idea_fresh View idea 

view_ideas_fresh View Ideas 

view_item View Store Item 

View_item_shoppingcart View Shopping Cart 

view_item_storeadmin View Store Admin  

view_sector View category 

views_per_day Views per Day 
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Wealthiest_users Users by Wealth 

wysiwig_widget_269 wysiwig_widget_269 
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